PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
. he first edition of this book has been out of print for some time. In
Jfsecond edition the original text is reprinted without changes, except
ilriianumber of small corrections.' I have added a Supplementary Bibli~~phy, listing the more important publications in the field which have
'peared since 1950.
" .
JIhe purpose of this new preface is, first, to give some brief indications
.\the development of the field of inductive logic during the last decade
·lLof the present situation as it appears to me. Second, I shall specify
·'ipe particular points in which my views have changed since I wrote this
~.ok. But the major features of my theory, as explained in this book, are
t;Wmaintained today. This holds for both the basic philosophical con;ption of the nature of logical probability, explained in the first half of
ilj.~book, and the formal system constructed in the second half.
· ~()nly a small part ofthe results of the work I have done in the meantime,
,.!,collaboration with my friends, especially John G. Kemeny and Richard
G.~Jeffrey, has been published so far. I have abandoned my original plan
.ffwriting a companion volume to this book, as announced in the Preface
~ithe
first edition. There is now such a rapid development and change in
t
.
.)sfield
that a comprehensive book, trying to describe the present situa,.
WP, would probably be outdated before its appearance. Therefore we are
iAA!1ing instead the publication of a series of small volumes with the tend-tive title "Studies in Probability and Inductive Logic", each volume
·gntaining several articles, some expository, others in the nature of tech·T\=lII research reports.
ji\mong the future topics announced in the original Preface was the cons!!'1'ction of a parametric system of inductive methods, Le., c-functions and
cqtresponding estimate functions, called the lambda-system. I gave .an
.position of this system in [Continuum] (see the Supplementary Bibliog=phy). This monograph contains also a discussion of estUnate functions
,g,velative frequency, ,Points out some serious disadvantages of certain
~_

;.;.

/lgive here a list of thQse places where actual errors or serious misprints have been corrected.
~p-~~rences in parentheses refer to corrections which were already made in the second impres~
,~~JI95I} ~nd in the British edition: 12/5 (i.e., page 12, line 5 from bottom); (66/6 f.);
""/20); (8t, T6/I) (i.e., page SI, Theorem TIg·6,line r)j 99, Tgo/I; (99, Tug); (101, T2a)j
(ii4!IO)i 158/6-8 and IS-I8j t66/If.; 229/Uj- 312/15; (3I8/Io)j 321, Tsa/2j 325, T6j/Ij
·(~~4,Tld/7); 361/13; 36" TI/l; 409/5; (44I/II); 507/4; 533/31.; 54'/II; 543/'; 544/'4.
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estimate functions widely used in mathematical statistics, and proposes0
new functions avoiding these disadvantages.
'
The axiom system of inductive logic given in [Continuum] has since':
been further developed. A more comprehensive form of it was published'"
in [Replies] § 26 and in Camap-Stegmiiller [Wahrsch.], Anhang B. The,
system is still in the process of change and growth.
' , ", •
:
My conception of logical probability (called 'probability,' in this,book)';
has some basic features in common with those of other authors, e.g., John',
Maynard Keynes, Frank P. Ramsey, Harold Jeffreys, Bruno De Finetti,',
B. O. Koopman, Georg Henrik von Wright, I. J. Good, and Leonard J.;
Savage, to mention only the names more widely known. All these conceptions share the following features. They are different from the frequency.;
conception ('probability,' in this book). They emphasize the relativity og
probability with respect to the evidence. (For this reason, some of the;
authors call their conception 'subjective'; however, this term does not:
seem quite appropriate for logical probability [see pp. 43-44, 239-40 ].);
Further, the numerical probability of an unknown possible event can be'!
regarded as a fair betting quotient. And, finally, if logical relations (e.g.,l
logical implication or incompatibility) hold between given propositions, .
then their probabilities must, according to these conceptions, satisfy cer-i,
tain conditions (usually laid down by axioms) in order to assure the!
rationality of the beliefs and the actions, e.g:, bets, based upon these prob-;
abilities. I have the impression that the number of those who think and!
work in the direction indicated is increasing. This is certainly the case~
among' philosophers. But it seems that also among those who work in'
mathematical statistics more and more begin to regard the customaryi'
exclusive use of the frequency concept of probability as unsatisfactory and;,
are searching for another concept.
'
•
Almost every author in this field, including myself, workedat the begin-'
ning practically alone, following his own particular line. But by now there~;
is more mutual influence. Certainly I and my friends have learned much'
from other authors, both in the purely mathematical theory of probability>
and in the methodology of its application. Often a certain approach to a:
problem seemed to us t~~ best or at least acceptable at a certain time, '
but a few years later we saw that it had to be abandoned 'or modified.:
The change required was sometimes brought about by a clarification of the;
basic ideas, sometimes by the discovery of a new approach to a 'particular~
problem, sometimes by newly proved concrete mathematical results. Thus'
there is rapid change, and, we hope, progress, in this field.
I hold the view, in common with some, but not all, of the authors men-

ed; that the concept of logical probability may serve as the basis for
construction of a system of inductive logic, understood as the logical
tl"Y'of all inductive reasoning. Moreover, in contrast to the customary
.:/:that the outcome of a process of inductive reasoning about a hy4esish on the basis of given evidence e consists in the acceptance (or
'iejection, or the temporary suspension) of h, I believe that the out,eshould rather be the finding of the numerical value of the probability
'ion e. Although a judgment about h (e.g., a possible result of a planned
eriment) is usually not formulated explicitly as a probability statecent, I think a statement of this kind is implicitly involved. This means
,'.ta rational reconstruction of the thoughts and decisions of an investi~tor could best be made in the framework of a probability logic. It seems
'lllle, furthermore, that the indicated conception of the form of inductive
"soning makes it possible to give a satisfactory answer to Hume's objec-
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•
·the following I shall explain some special points in which my views

echanged since the time when I wrote this book.

, The meaning of logical probability (probability,) was informally exiped in § 41 in several ways: (a) as the degree to which a hypothesis
,s'confirmed or supported by the evidence e; (b) as a fair betting quo, t; and (c) as an estimate of relative frequency. Even at that time I
garded (a) as less satisfactory than (b) or (c); today I would avoid for$lations of the kind (a) because of their ambiguity (see Points Band
;'pe!ow). Although the concept of logical probability in the sense here
',Ilqed is a purely logical concept, I think that the meaning of statetslike 'the probability of h with respect to e is 213' can best be charac,';dby explaining their use, in combination with the concept of utility,
'" e rule for the determination of rational decisions (§ 5lA, rule R s). The
)a:nation of probability as a betting quotient is a simplified special case
,'s rule.
;' Two triples of concepts. In this book I distinguished three kinds
,"entific concepts (§ 4): classificatory, comparative, and quantitative
'cepts; e.g., (I) 'x is warm', (2) 'x is warmer than y', (3) 'the tempera~,'of x is u' ('T(x) = u'). If the quantitative concept T is available,
;and (2) may be formulated as follows: (I) 'T(x) > b', where b is a fixed
, ber chosen as the lower boundary for 'warm'; (2) 'T(x) > T(y)'.
'/
ut I specified only one triple of concepts cpnnected with probability,
). At present it seems to me more appropriate to set up two triples
foncepts, I and II. The concepts of I are concerned with the question
I have explained this view in the last paragraphs of [Aim].
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huw Pt'obahle the hypothesis k is on the basis of the evidencee. The co!
cepts of II relate to the question as to whether and how much the proba:~
bility of k is increased when new evidence i is acquired (in addition to the
prior evidence which, for simplicity, we shall take here as tautological). L~
us say (for the present discussion orI1y) 'k is firm' for'h)s probable', and
'k is made firmer' for 'k is made more probable'; then we. may call t~
concepts of I 'concepts of firmness', and those of II 'con~p~s of th~
increase in firmness'. I shall now specify, in each of the triples t and Ii
(I) the classificatory concept, (2) (a) the general comparative concept, an
(3) the quantitative concept; under (2) I add two special cases, becau ':
they are used more frequently than the general concept, viz., (b) t!i.
comparison of two additional evidences i and i' for the same hypothesis
h, and (c) the comparison of two hypotheses k and k' with respect to th '
same evidence i. For each of these concepts a formul.ation in terms ot'c
is given in the last column; c is to be understood as probability, in tho
sense explained above under A. Thus theseformul.as will indicate clearly;
what is meant by each of the listed concepts.
I. THE THREE CONCEPTS OF FIRMNESS

I

I.

h is firm on (the basis of) e.

I 2. (a) h on e is firmer than h' on tI.
(b) h is firmer on e than on e'.
(c) h is firmer than h', on e.
I3· The (degree of) firmness of h on e is u.

n.

e(h, e) > b, where b is a
fixed number, .
c(h, e) > c(lf, tI).
c(h, e) >' e(h, e').
e(h, e) > c(h', e).
c(h, e) = u.

THE THREE CONCEPTS OF INCREASE IN FIRMNESS

For the sake of simplicity, we shall ~onsider here orI1y the initial ~
crease in firmness, Le., the case that the prior evidence is tautological. Tho
exact interpretation of these concepts depends upon the way in which Wjl
measure the increase in firmness, Le., the increase of e. This can be don'
by different functions (compare the different relevance functions'discussed
~ein chap. vii). For the present surveY::let-us-~1:.he-simfllest.i.~ction. o.','
,AhisJdnd, the difference; we define. D(h, i) =~~, i) - e(k,
~(h I. h is made firmer by i.
'
,e
; .
---••
" _' ,
hence: c(h, <) >c (h, t).
'.
• II 2. (a) his 11UUle firmer by i more than h' D(h, i) > D(h', i ' ) . '
.
by i'.
(b) h is made firmer by i more than by D(h, i) > D(h, i');
.,
L
hence: c(h, i) ::> e(h, i').
(c) h is made firmer by i more than V. D(h, i) > D(h', i).
II 3. The (amount of) intreasein firmness of D(h, i) = u.

t») ,:,
0
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_~e,took t as the prior evidence, these are concepts of1initial in-

·firmness. We see that the classificatory concept II 1 is the same
:tipositive relevance (D6S-2a). (The general concepts of relevance
"ti'relative to.a variable prior evidence e. In this case the concept
>tI1d mean 'e(h, e • i) > c(k, e)' and thus be the same as the general
-i:,~fpositive relevance, D6S-1a.)
j;i incidentally, that for the special case 2b of the comparative
'i-iwith one hypothesis, the concept II 2b coincides with I 2b (this
,: ewise if we take a variable prior evidence e instead of t). But this
:,epends upon the-choice of the function by which we measure -the
tof increase in fiminess; it holds also for the quotient, but not
_y for other functions.]
-'.,triple of concepts (I), (2a), and (3), both under I and under II,
Jogous to the triple Warm, Warmer, and Temperature. We see this
Yi:when we compare the formulas with 'T' given for the latter concepts
):ybeginning of B, with the formulas given here under I and II,
,~ctively.
t:gave a detailed discussion of the classificatory concept in § 86, and
_~:'comparative concept in the first sections of chapter viL (Later,
~i;p and E, I shall return to the problems discussed in these sec,,' ';If we wish to ascertain what I actually meant by these concepts,
>tI1d look,not at the paraphrases in words (which were sometimes
". g,as we shall presently find, under e), but rather at the given
,onding formulas with 'e' (which was always meant in the sense of
ility,). Thus we find (by formula (4), p. 464) that the classificatory
t,was meant in the sense of II I; and simil.arly (by formul.a (2), p.
", t the comparative concept was meant in the sense of I 2a. (In
':;(2) I took ~iE;' rather than' >' for reasons of technical conven"oWs difference is irrelevant for our present discussion.) Since the
:~tive concept was always meant as I 3, my triple of concepts
ed of II I, I 2, and 13. Thus my three concepts, though each of
:':IJlinteresting concept, did not fit together in the way I had
,~~i.e., as analogues to Warm, Warmer, and Temperature, respec;iIfI I is taken instead of III, we have a fitting triple of the kind
'S,urlous to see that in my discussion o~ Hempel's investigations I
):ed I I as an alternative form of the classificatory concept, but
,·'ed my reasons for preferring II I (see under D below), which is
-<the more interesting concept of the two.
'Terminological questions. When I examine today, from the point
i:>fthe distinction between concepts of firmness and concepts of
. e in firmness, the paraphrases and informal explanations I gave in
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the book for various concepts, I realize that they are often ambiguous an.
may sometimes even be misleading. For example, the comparative concep
was meant (as I mentioned above) in the sense of I 2, thus as a compariso.
of firmness. However, my formulations " ... more strongly confirmed (0'
supported, ... , corroborated, etc.) ..." (p. 22, (ii) (a)) m,ay rather sugg "
a comparison of increase in firmness in the sense of II 2..•..
In view of the fact that the verb 'to confirm' is ambiguous, and
perhaps the connotation of 'making firmer' even more often than that Q
'making firm', it may seem advisable to use expressions of the form 'e .
confirming evidence for h' or 'h is confirmed bye', if at all, only in th,
sense of II I (as I did in § 86), and not in that of I I.
I am in doubt what to propose for the concept 13. It seems to m,.
feasible, in spite of the ambiguity of 'to confirm', to keep the term 'degr
of confirmation' as a technical term for I 3, as I did throughout this boo
If we do, we have to keep in mind that 'degree of confirmation' meanS
not the amount of increase in firmness, but the degree of firmness tllil,
the hypothesis has on its present basis (after being made either firmer 0
less firm by the additional confirming or disconfirming evidence).'
•
Another possibility would be to take the good old term 'probabili :
also as a technical term (not only, in the form of 'probability,', as a non.
technical term for the explicandum, as in the book). I would certain!
have liked from the beginning to follow Keynes and Jeffreys in using .
term also as a technical term for the explicatum. But I decided witlt,regre
not to do so, because in the literature of mathematical statistics, whi •
had grown in the last decades to enormous si2e, the term 'probabilit"
is almost exclusively used in the different sense of probability" the f ,
quency concept. Although I regarded this use as an illegitimate usurpa'
tion, since I believe the classical authors meant mostly not probability,,.
J I used the term 'degree of confirmation' first for a pragmatical concept refening to a. persq
at a given time ([Testability] 1936, § 3j [Analysis1 1939), and later Jor the correspon .
semantical concept. It seems clear from the informal explanations that, even 81 that time,
concept was intended as a measure of certainty, not of the increase in certainty; thus I .;
«(AnalysisJ. p. 222): liThe outcome of. such a procedure of testing an h)'P9thesis is either,~
confirmation or an infirmation of that hypothesis. or, rather, either an increase or a deer
of its degree oj confirmation." The term ~degree of confirmation' was perhaps first sugges _
to me by Karl Popper's terni"Bewahrungsgrad' ([LogikJ 1935, §§ 81-82). But it seems ilia
at that time I was not quite clear about the sense of Popper's concept, nor about that of D?
own. I gave the first clear exposition of my concept in 1945 «(InductiveJ and (Concepts)).'
explained the distinction between probabilitYI and probabilitY2-a5 in this book-and I .
that I mean by the term 'degree of confirmation' the logical concept of probabilitYI, thus
concept 13 in the above schema. Popper's later publications showed that what he had "
mind was Dot 13, nor II 3 either, but still another concept. Nowadays Popper uses for:
concept the term 'degree of corroboration' instead of 'degree of confirmation'. Thus there
no longer a collision between our terms.
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mething like probability, (§ 12B), it seemed to me then inadvisable
'~the term 'probability' in a sense deviating from that prevalent in
'ics.Today the situation looks different. As mentioned at the beginJlthis preface, there are now a number of authors whose concepts
.hability are similar to probability,. They usually emphasi2e at the
~'g the difference between their concept of probability and the
cy concept, sometimes by adjoining to the word 'probability' a
'. g adjective like 'subjective', 'personal', or 'intuitive'. But then
i:lse in the body of their work mostly the simple term 'probability'.
...::~ 1 would prefer to do the same if I should decide to give up the term
~gi:ee of confirmation'.
'¥:T:Ilder B above, I explained that my three concepts did not form a triple
~#!ekind intended; here, under C, I pointed out that my informal ex'. "riations in words were often not appropriate. I wish to emphasi2e that
'~~itwo points do not touch the content of my system itself, consisting
ffthidormal definitions and theorems. 4
'ip,N,The classificatory concept of confirmation was discussed in ~ 86.
;~reilparaphrased this concept thus: "i is confirming evidence for h"
J~63, the second form). In this case the formulation is appropriate,
>"'use I had in mind; not I I, but II I; accordingly, I gave as the cor. ding formula with 'c': 'c(h, i) > c(h, I)' (p. 464, formula (4», as in II I
'e.,Later, in my discussion of Hempel's investigation, I surmised (p.
t his original explicandum was the same as mine (Le., II I), e.g.,
ereferred to "data favorable for h" or said that i "is strengthening
. tthen I pointed out that at some other places the kind of arguments
:v:emade it likely that he had inadvertently shifted to another ex"dum, m., "the degree of confirmation of h on i is greater than T,
',~,rJs a fixed value, perhaps 0 or I/2"(P. 475), which is I 1. Thus,
'iassumption about Hempel's two explicanda is correct, there was a
'Qf distinction between I and II, possibly influenced, as in my own
~bythe ambiguity of the word 'confirmation'.
.~special aim of my investigation of the classificatory concept in § 86
'·pper was the first to criticize the two points mentioned. However, he combined these
observations with a number of other comments· based upon misunderstandings and
jhe even asserted that my system itself contained a contradiction. Bar-Hillel, Ke~
d Jeffrey stated their agreement with Popper's criticism in the two points, but rejected
'on of a contradiction. Bar-Hillel pointed out Popper's mistakes clearly and in detail.
rles of discussion notes by Popper (partly reprinted in 'his [Logic] 1959) and Bar-Hillel
I. Phil. S,., 5 (1954), 6 (1955), and 7 (1956), and a bIief note of mine (ibid., 7 (1956),
4u'ther reviews by Kemeny (J. 8ymb. Logie, 20 (1955), 304) and Jeffrey (&ononretrica,
0), 925). Compare also my [Replies] § 31.) My agreement with Popper's criticism in
(, points does, of course, in no way affect my views on the nature and function of inductive
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was to find a definition using no quantitative concepts like c, 'but onl
pIe; if the primitive predicate 'W' designates the relation Warmer and
'§
asymmetric by its meaning, then the atomic sentences 'Wab' and
L-concepts. I gave a definition of this kind for a concept ([' (P'465, for
'" 're,incompatible, and hence any state-description containing both
mula (8». However, I did not accept ([' as an explicatum, because I found
that this concept was too narrow; I showed this by two counterexampleS
,'inotrepresent a possible case. However, we can adtnit as primitive
(p. 466). I am today still of the opinion (expressed in thelast paragraph
~tes those of the kind just indicated and also one-place predicates
of § 86) that to find a non-quantitative explicatum is chi~fly ,of interest
," "meaning relations holding among them (e.g., predicates designating
for those who are skeptical about the possibility of a quantitative expli: 'kr'ent colors and hence being incompatible), if we apply the following
catum of probability,. Within quantitative inductive logic, we have a.
?£~dure, which was first proposed by Kemeny. We require that all such
detailed theory of relevance (chap. vi), which contains the concept II { , eining relations and structural properties are expressed by special postuas positive relevance, defined quantitatively. As to the concept I I, it may" '~,!which I call meaning postulates or A-postulates ([Postulates); d.
be useful for everyday communication, e.g., 'it is probable that it will rain; ""', eny, Extension 1952, Measure function 1953). Then we define as
,'ssible state-descriptions those in which all A-postulates hold. The
tomorrow', but its usefulness for scientific work is hardly higher than that:
,
of the concept Warm in physics.
.' ic(or A-true) sentences, Le., those which are true in virtue of meanE. The comparative concept, understood in the sense of I 2, was invest
,lone, are defined as those holding in all adtnissible state-descriptions.
tigated in chapter vii. In this case likewise I searched for an explication,
~ductive logic we take into account only the admissible state-descripin non-quantitative terms. I proposed a definition of this kind (D8I-I):,
We assign the m-value I not only to all L-true sentences (T57-Id)
But Bar-Hillel showed (Note 1953) that my explicatum was too narrow.' ~t;'to all A4rue sentences.
He used the same two counterexamples which I had used in § 86 against! "(i.··.The requirement of completeness for the set of primitive predicates
(['. To my earlierremark (p. 467) that it seemed doubtfnl whether a simple ~8B) has been abolished. Special axioms are adopted which assure the
definition based upon L-terms could be found for the classificatory concept,:, ,%riance of c-values with respect to an extension of the language by the
I added later ([Comparative), p. 318) that in the case of the comparative
'd;tion of either new individual constants or new families of primitive
concept the reasons for doubt are even stronger. At any rate, such a:
""'icates.
definition would have to go far beyond simple L-relations among the four
"riance with respect to an addition of a new family did not hold in
sentences involved and refer also to the interp.al structure of the sentences;,
rlginal system. But this invariance becomes possible by a modificaA definition of this kind would presumably not be simple. The task cil
n!of the treatment of the primitive predicates. I shall now indicate this
finding such a definition does not seem very important today, when we,
~~cation; for the sake of simplicity I shall refer to one-place predicates
recognize that a quantitative theory can be developed.
'[
,Yo
Aside from the question of an explicit, non-quantitative definition, the:
,Whe primitive predicates are classified into families (this procedure was
comparative concept may be of interest as a primitive concept in an axiom, ,i"eated in § I8C, but not applied in the book). For example, there may
system. Many authors on probability (in a non-frequencY sense) begin' e:(~family of colors, another family of shapes, and the like. We make
with a system of comparative axioms. This procedure has advantages in' lII:e, •either by A-postulates or by a suitable special form of the stateview of the fact that on the basis of our intuitions we often find it easier
~~ptions, that in any adtnissible state-description, for each individual,
to mitke a comparative judgment,than a quantitative one. I have proposed'
n~ia.nd only one of the predicates of any given family holds. Then the
to add to the usual comparativ~ axioms some new ones, among them th
illl~\Ving changes have to be made. The chapters iv through ix remain esaxiom of symmetry with"respeh to individual constants and the axiom.
jially unchanged, except for a few places (mostly in § I07A) where the
of instantial relevance ([Comparative], p. 316).
'guage systems ~. are dealt with. The explanations and results at those
F. The requirement oflogical independence (§ I8B) has beim abolished.'
~,es, and furthenriore in the Appendix concerning the function c* and
Kemeny (1951) and Bar-Hillel (1951) pointed out, independently of each' 'fuJe monograph [Continuum) concerning the lambda-system, are now
other, that this requirement would exclude any primitive two-place predi:; ''f6tunderstood as restricted to cases involving predicates of anyone
cate that, in virtue of its meaning, possesses some structural property. For~ tLni[Ji only. The number 'll' of independent primitive predicates is to be
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disregarded, and the number K of Q-predicates is to be understood as th~
number of predicates of the family in question.
,f
As an example, consider any formula containing '".' or 'K' or both, e.g.',"
a formula in § no of this book about c*, say (6)cor (7), or a formula in:
[Continuum] about a c-function of the lambda-system, .e.g., (n-4). Let'
us apply this formula to the case". = 3, hence K = 8. The. result was:
originally interpreted as referring to the following situation: we liaxe three;
independent primitive predicates, way 'P,', 'Pi, and 'P;, and hence eight
Q-predicates (or, in the terminology of § 18C, which I now prefer: we have:
three families containing two predicates each; the first family contains 'P,',
and its negation; the second and third are analogous). Today I would!
interpret the formula differently. It is applicable to the described situation as an approximation only (since it neglects the analogy influence);:
but it holds exactly for another situation, viz., one family of eight primi-·
tive predicates, e.g., for eight different colors exhausting the color uni-!
verse. In order to obtain exact c-values for the former situation, we need
a method for three families, a method different from all those discussed in.
this book or in [Continuum]. Together with Kemeny I have developed a
general method for an arbitrary number n of families F', ... , F', where.
the family Fm(m = r, ... , n) contains any number km of primitive predi-!
cates. The formula for two families is given and explained in Carnap-'
Stegmiiller [Wahrsch.], Anhang B VIII.
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NOTE
I

In some formulas, where summation is expressed in a form like

n

L
P=1

J

-~

,the;;
•

sign of equality is blurred so that the subscript looks like 'p - r' instead of!

'p = r'. The same is the case at other places with the sign of product'

n·.;

